
Geography at Melton 
Primary School
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Purpose of a map and 
some basic features

Town and country in which they live

Describe areas of school using senses

UK weather compared to 
other countries

Year 1/2 topics (Geographical links): My Melton (local 
geography, drawing maps), Circle of Life (hot and cold 
locations, UK geography), Being Green (UK geography), 
Explorers (use of world maps), Transport (transport 
links), London (UK geography and maps)

Year 3/4 topics (Geographical links): What lies beneath 
(local geography), Wet and Wild (Mayans, Rainforest), 
Exploration (Rivers, mountains), Invaders (Map skills), 
Natural Hazards (Volcanoes, tsunami, earthquakes, 
water cycle, biomes), Human Body (land use)

Year 5/6 topics (Geographical links): War and Peace (European 
geography), Wild (map work), Lights Camera Action (Hollywood), Ancient 
Greece (Map skills, European geography), Space, Changing Britain 
(Globalisation, changes to land use resulting from e.g. industrial 
revolution)

Continents, countries of UK 
Compass points: NSEW

Draw simple map 

Five world oceans, seas 
around and capitals of 

UK, Equator, North Pole, 
South Pole

Map symbols

Areas studied located
Map keys and symbols, four-

figure grid references
Compass points: NE, SE, NW, SW

Sketch maps
Latitude, longitude, Northern 

Hemisphere, Southern 
Hemisphere

Atlas index
Six-figure grid reference

Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, 
Arctic and Antarctic Circles

Use maps to identify historical changes
Mapping resources (including online)

Use maps to explain 
historical changes

Proficiency in map use

Y1/2: Links between cities, 
towns and villages 

County, region and country 
in which they live 

Y3/4: Name local river, world 
river, mountain and volcano

North and South America (inc.
region within latter)

Some countries and cities 
within North and South 

America
Y5/6: Countries of the world, 

especially European
Some European capital cities

Countries & major cities in UK
Key topographical features of UK

Characteristics of UK regions
Major world deserts, mountains, 

river, forests and oceans
Time zones

Y1/2: Collect and 
measure variables in 
the immediate area

Y3/4: Record land use in 
local area

Use historical photos to 
look at changing land use

Collect and measure 
variables in the local area, 

presenting results

Y5/6: Collect and measure 
range of variables in the local 
area, presenting info in tables 

and graphs with accompanying 
explanations

Seasons, local weather 
patterns

Explain UK weather compared 
to another country

Physical UK geography 
compared to another country

Y3/4: Tectonic plates & link to 
natural hazards

Volcanoes, eruptions & impact
Formation of mountains

River journey, processes & 
impact

Climate zones, biomes & 
vegetation belts

Water cycle
Settlement & land use types

Similarities & differences 
between area of UK and South 

America

Types of economic activity around world
Similarities and differences between 

area of UK and European country
Changes to trade links

Importance of ports
Distribution of resources

MAP SKILLS

LOCATION & PLACE 
KNOWLEDGE

FIELDWORK

HUMAN & PHYSICAL 
GEOGRAPHY


